Evangelical values of earnestness and sincerity along with social norms of feminine reserve are invoked here in opposition to theatrical self-display. Yet female performance was central to social life in the class to which Norton belonged. As a young unmarried woman during the London "Season," for example, Norton was invited to perform exhibi tion quadrilles, one a masque of the months and their produce (she was August), the other on the theme of "Paysannes Proven?ales" (Chedzoy 43^44 Norton's crucial transformation "from the silent sufferer of private wrongs into an articu late spokesperson in the public sphere" depends on a "self-authorization" that is achieved rhetorically by "splitting herself" into recognizable roles: as the wronged woman and the crusader against injustice (64-65). Norton's case for legal reform is uniquely advanced by representing her own history in passionately personal but legally inflected rhetoric. In the pamphlets she tries to correct, and to stabilize, the mobile images of herself produced by lawyers and the press. Her legal writings become another scene of representation involv ing Norton in which we may trace a movement from object of discourse to speaking subject, an attempt at self-transfiguration in the name of "The Spirit of Justice."
1. The Authoress at the Breakfast Table   The (Figure 18 ), it evinces a powerful urge to place and contain "Mrs. Norton" within the domestic sphere: "What has a lady, the head of a household, to do with staring at the stars, or any other wondrous body stuck over head? We display her as the modest matron making tea in the morning for the comfort and convenience of her husband" (222). Norton's image becomes the site of a discursive battle: a previous portrait of her gazing at the stars, published in the New Monthly Magazine, is ridiculed as "non sensical" and a "caricature." Its conventional iconography of the romantic poet is replaced by that of the elegant poetess brewing a poem "as fluent, as clear, as lucid, and as warm as the liquid distilling from the urn." The intersecting pressures of Norton's marriage and career disappear in the glamorous spectacle of the gifted society matron, "happy in all the appliances of wealth and fame."
Critical patronage is openly tied to conformity with this image:
We shall always be found ready to attend her whenever she makes another expedition into the realms of prose, as we understand she meditates, or of rhyme, with the due devotion of 
